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1 The flexibility of the flow of the redox energy through the Quercetin molecule adds to its 

efficiency and increases the versatility of Quercetin’s redox modulating potency. (This thesis) 

2 We need to further investigate the SAR (structure-activity relationship) of simple phenolic 

compounds, before we can start building a SAR that includes more complex poly-phenolic 

compounds such as the flavonoids. (This thesis) 

 

3 By combining the results obtained with different techniques and from different 

perspectives, a more complete picture on the redox modulating nature of flavonoids can be 

obtained. (This thesis) 

 

4 Beside the grouping of compounds with the similar molecular mechanism as presented in 

the present thesis, another part of the solution might be the use of Non-Linear Modelling, but 

the fundament will always be the use of plain common sense and understanding of what you 

are doing. (This thesis) 

 

5 Whenever you feel lonely, please remember that also for you there is a piece of the π. (The 

principle of antioxidant protection) 

 

6 When the π seems too small, don’t worry, we just make some more. (The principle of 

antioxidant therapy) 

 

7 A good idea is claimed by many fathers, but we all know that it is conceived by all of us. 

 

8 The new Robin Hood: “We honestly give back what rightfully belongs to the poor after first 

stealing from the poor; that way we can cut out the middleman”  

 

9 The real gold is given to you by people, not by rivers or mines. 

 

10 So many questions? One answer! (By asking the question you are already aware of the 

answer) 

 

11 Molecules keep secrets from us; but when you ask them something, they will always tell 

you the truth. (Our research) 

 


